





































































































• 16,170,172 total volumes
• 7,904,299 book titles
• 437,039 serial titles
• >1,000,000 U.S. Federal Gov’t Publications
• 5.66 billion pages
• ~2.5 trillion words indexed / tokens computable
• 725 terabytes
• 191 miles























Google Book Search HathiTrust
Volumes >20M? volumes 16.1M volumes, includes 
Google, IA content, more
Search Full-text* Bibliographic and Full-text
Data Access Only through the web 
interface
Numerous APIs and 
growing; in WorldCat
Metadata “It’s all data” / Google’s 
black box
12 types: MARC, METS, 
PREMIS, Rights, etc.
Enumerations Each volume = edition Clearly presented; clarity 
around “parts-to-whole”
Rights Management Google’s black box Detailed rights mgmt. 
system; verification work
Preservation No long-term assurances TRAC certified
User Experience General audience; largely 
effective
Oriented towards academic 
users; HT Research Center


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tracking Technology Diffusion Through 
Time in the HathiTrust Corpus
Michelle Alexopoulos, University of Toronto
Dr. Alexopoulos, an economist, is using the vast historical
record contained in the HathiTrust to study the diffusion of
various technologies over time. By tracking word usage trends
of 1,214 technology-related terms identified by Alexopoulos,
such as the steam engine, her research based on HathiTrust
book content has the potential to overturn accepted theories
about the economic and societal impacts of a technology.
• 1,012,633 volumes analyzed.
• Over 22 hours of processing using a 32-node cluster on Indiana
University’s high-performance supercomputer, Big Red II.







HTRC Use Case: Collaboration 






























































2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
10-year	Growth	of	HathiTrust	Collections	
(millions	of	volumes)
Plateau
Authors	Guild	v.	HathiTrust,	755	F.3d	87	(2d	Cir.	2014)	
Landmark	Court	Opinions
58
Systematic	manual	review	of	copyright	registrations	to	
determine	status	of	portions	of	the	HathiTrust	Collection,	
Supported	generously	by	IMLS.	Winner	of	the	2016	L.	Ray	
Patterson	Award.
Collective	Action:		
Copyright	Review
Project Reviewed Out	of	
Copyright
CRMS	US
Pub	in	US	1923-1963
(includes	US State	Documents)
375,576 203,172	(54.1%)
CRMS	World
Pub	in	UK	(1875-1944),	
Canada	and	Australia	(1894-1964)
312,149 159,195 (51%)
59
Service	for	print-disabled	users
Provides	eligible	users	with	access	to	any	item	in	the	
HathiTrust	collection,	regardless	of	copyright	status.	
Eligibility	is	determined	by	the	member	institution	following	
their	own	established	practices.		
Access	for	the	user	is	managed	by	a	service	provider	on	
campus.	
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Significant	Opportunities	/	
Challenges
vStrategic	Partnerships	in	the	Larger	Digital	Ecosystem
vSupport	for	New	Forms	of	Scholarship
vPost	Mass-Digitization	Collection	Development	and	Growth
vOrganization	Growth	
◦ Diversification	of	members	– scale,	nationality,	research	institution	type
◦ Balancing	Services	to	End	Users	and	to	Members
vMassive	Digital	Library	Challenges
◦ Duplicates
◦ Object	quality
◦ Large-scale	search
◦ Metadata	management	– 12	different	types	of	HT	metadata
◦ Expanding	from	‘digitized	books’	to	‘born	digital	text’
◦ Harnessing	“compute”	to	help	address	internal	and	end-user	needs
62
What’s	next?
63
Six	stages	of	HathiTrust
2002-2006:	Prehistory
2006-2008:	Moving	towards	launch
2008-2011:		Rapid	start-up	and	organizing
2012-2014:		New	governance	and	leadership
2014-2017:		Settling	in	and	starting	up
2017- Taking	stock	and	looking	out
64
What	is	different	now?
HathiTrust
◦ Demonstrated	exemplar	of	collective	action
◦ Legal	challenges	have	ended,	but	some	questions	remain
◦ Membership	diversification
◦ Organizational	maturity	(but	still	adolescent?)
◦ Governance	is	addressing	a	wider	range	of	challenges	
Digital	Library	Ecosystem
◦ Mass	digitization	is	assumed	and	non-controversial
◦ Cooperation	and	collaboration	at	scale	is	proven	but	still	hard
◦ Large-scale	data	management	is	a	generalized	problem
65
Strategic	Directions
To	address	significant	challenges	libraries	cannot	independently	
confront	to	advance	innovative	forms	of	research,	pedagogy,	and	
public	engagement.	
Empower—Enhance—Transform
◦ Integral	role	in	advancing	research,	teaching,	and	learning	
◦ Enhanced	discovery
◦ Keep	collection	focus	on	text-based	materials	for	several	years	to	come.
◦ Focus	on	end	user	experience	and	services
◦ More	intentional	collection	development	and	aggregation
◦ Expanded	shared	print	services
◦ More	clearly	delineated	services	for	member	libraries	and	their	users.
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THANK	YOU	and	QUESTIONS?
John	Butler
Chair,	HathiTrust	Program	Steering	Committee
j-butl@umn.edu
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